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Question: 1

Which is the expected workflow for "Test-Driven Development"?

A. Write a new fating unit test, write the new functional code to fix the test, verify that the test passes,
and then refactor the code.
B. Write a new test, validate with the CI system, and then write the new functional code.
C. Validate with the G system, write the new functional code, and then verify that the test passes.
D. Write a new failing unit test, write the new functional code to fix the test, and then verify that the
test passes.

Answer: A

Question: 2

When the "Allow automatic, downgrades of plugins on restart" option Is enabled in the Beekeeper
Upgrade Assistant, which statements are TRUE? Choose 2 answers

A. A plugin downgrade will fall if the Installed version is needed by an installed plugin outside the CAP
Collection.
B. Plugins outside the CAP Collection will be downgraded If needed to maintain the system consistency.
C. Plugins will be downgraded even if there are other plugins that have an optional dependency on the
installed version.
D. Plugin downgrades are very safe operations, so no backups are needed.
E. Only plugins inside the CAP Collection can be downgraded.

Answer: A C

Question: 3

In addition to the features of the CloudBees Folders plugin, which will CloudBees Folders PLUS allow you
to do? Choose 2 answers

A. Restrict an agent to a folder.
B. Assign an administrator to a folder.
C. Enable logging for a folder.
D. Restrict which kinds of items may be created in a folder.
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Answer: A

Question: 4

In a Pipeline, the stage step .

A. transfers artifacts to a staging server for testing
B. can be used to group a number of other steps into a logical unit for display
C. prepares a test environment in Jenkins
D. collects a set of artifacts that can be referenced in a later Pipeline step

Answer: A

Question: 5

Which of the following would correctly complete the sentence, "Continuous Integration is a of
Continuous Delivery"?
Choose 2 answers

A. superset
B. consolidation
C. process definition
D. requirement
E. subset

Answer: C E


